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ACHS SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT  

For Students Who Will Be Taking: English III  
  

Students are expected to read ONE of the select novels, listed below, and to complete Double-Entry Journals, 

thereafter.  
  

Assigned Text: The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne, A Separate Peace by John Knowles, The Hate U 

Give by Angie Thomas, Born a Crime by Trevor Noah or Glass Castle by Jeanette Walls.    

  

NOTE: This assignment is REQUIRED. It will be due in the first week of school—teachers will assign a due 

date on the first day of school. Students can buy a copy or check out a copy from your local library.  
  

Assignment:  Double-Entry Journals.  

• Complete 10 double-entry journals for chosen text, from list above.  

• While reading, choose the ten most significant passages from the book (each passage should only be 

approximately 4-5 sentences—do not choose page-length passages). This is an individual assignment, 

i.e.: students should not use the same passages as someone else.  

• Select passages based on their significance to the novel as a whole and analyze each passage for specific 

literary devices. Metaphors? Imagery? Characterizations? Symbolism? Motifs? Allusions? Hyperboles? 

What themes can be identified in this work?  Identify any devices found in specific passage – DO NOT  

REUSE DEVICES  

• Next, think about and answer the following question for each quote: What literary device(s) are used and 

what effect does it have on the text?  Why is the quote significant?  What do the literary devices used 

add to the understanding of the text? Compose response into a coherent paragraph (5-8 sentences).   

• Finally, type chosen passage and analysis in two columns (example below).  

• Warning: DO NOT use Spark/Cliffs notes or any other online support, directly related to assigned text.  

Plagiarism will result in a grade of zero. 

• Note: The example below is NOT from required reading. It is from Night by Elie Wiesel and is only 

intended to exemplify what is required.   

Requirements:    

 MLA Heading at the top of first page  

o Name/Date/Period/Novel Title  

 TEN Journals  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 All journals MUST be typed  

 All journals MUST follow the format below  

 DUE the first week of school 

   


